kitchen&bathroom

before you start…
1. Think about your lifestyle Ask yourself some questions:
is the kitchen the hub of your home or a showpiece? Are you a serious
cook? Is your bathroom used by the whole family or just you?

2. Plumbing & electricity

Do you plan to move connections
or add extra plumbing and electricity lines? This will cost more.

3. Start a scrapbook Fill it with things you like from magazines,
websites and blogs. Make a moodboard for colour schemes.

4. Visit kitchen & bathroom suppliers Look at everything
from budget to luxe to see what you’re willing to skimp on and what
you’re not. Then draft up a budget for materials and appliances. Buy
the best-quality tapware you can afford as they are in constant use.
A basin mixer might be used as many as 50 times a day!

5. Ask about delivery times for materials Appliances,
fixtures and fittings – it can take up to six weeks for certain items to be
delivered. Confirm the details in advance so there are no costly delays
when the reno starts. You need to have everything ready to go.
6. Contact your local council Ask if you need approval
before you start designing your new kitchen or bathroom. Ask to be
sent a list of guidelines, then lodge your plans if required.

7. Flooring

If you’re going to change the flooring in an open-plan
kitchen/dining room, now is the time to do it.

8. Be environmentally friendly

Visit Yourhome.gov.au
for tips on designing a “passive” kitchen and bathroom – rooms that
run on the least possible amount of energy and water.

9. Kitchen layout This is very important for when you cook.
For example, you need enough bench space for chopping, and you don’t
want to walk too far from fridge to bench to oven. See diagrams at right.
10. Reuse materials Are there any items in your kitchen or
bathroom you could reuse in the renovated versions? This is a good
way to recycle and save money. For instance, you could have the bath
resurfaced rather than buying a new one.
11. gutting & rubbish removal Incorporate this into the
budget. It will be cheaper if you can remove existing fittings yourself.
You may need a skip. Be aware that removing tiles is a tedious and
physically demanding affair. You may want your builder to do it.

12. Don't forget lighting!

You need a combination of ceiling
lights and task lighting for kitchen benches. An island bench is the
perfect place for a statement pendant – or three.
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It used to be the case that most houses had closed-off U-shaped
kitchens. But the rise of open-plan spaces and apartment living
has seen other styles come to the fore, as well as variations on
the U-shape, with one kitchen bench open to the dining/living
area rather than being against a closed wall.

Dealing with tradies:

Be polite in your requests. An aggressive
approach on the part of the homeowner
will lead to bad feelings and a negative
approach to the job.
Make sure you pay your tradies as
agreed and on time.
Don't stick your nose in where it's not
required. Let your workers get on with
the job and make inspections when they
are not around, if possible.

Tip Position the dishwasher
next to the sink.

u-shape

key
Fridge
Bench
Pantry
Island

The most space-efficient layout,
with the least steps required to
reach everything in the kitchen.
Triangle shows the “ideal” spacing
of sink, stove and fridge/pantry,
walking distance 3.6m to 4.8m.

timeline:

stage one: KITCHEN & BATHROOM

GALLEY

Style is chosen & design planned
Room measured up
Plan drawn up (in conjunction with

interior designer/specialty kitchen or
bathroom company, if using one)
Tradespeople sourced
Appliances, fixtures & fittings

ordered & delivery times checked

stage two: KITCHEN

S tone benchtops measured up
& ordered if you are using them
– they are pre-cut at the factory
Old kitchen removed
Replumbing & electricals done
Materials installed in this order:

flooring, cabinets, countertops,
splashback, appliances, kickboards
Testing, then cooking!

stage three: bathroom

O
 ld bathroom comes out
W
 alls repaired & new piping
& electricals installed where
required
W
 aterproofing installed and left
to set for at least 3 days
S tructural frame built for bath
(unless using a freestanding bath)
F loor reinforced where required
– necessary if using a
freestanding bath
Tiling, grouting & cleaning
B ath/shower/toliet installed,
drains connected
Clean-up & ready to use

Tip Position the fridge away from the
oven and not in a sunny spot.
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For a successful kitchen or bathroom reno,
planning ahead is key. Read on for all
the things you need to keep in mind

typical kitchen layouts

Fact Standard bench
depth is 60cm, but
70cm is ideal.
Fact Standard benchtop
height is 90cm.

Good for small spaces and
also large open-plan spaces,
whereby one bench can be
a long freestanding island
that borders an open-plan
area. Add stools and you
have a breakfast bar. You
can enter from either side.

l-shape

Benchspace is limited in this
design, but the fridge, sink
and stove are near to each
other. An island could be
added for extra storage
and working space.

Fact Ideal distance between
benchtop and island is 1.2m.
Tip Drawers
are more
space-efficient
than cupboards.

farmhouse

A large-scale variation on
the U-shape; there’s plenty
of walking involved to get
between sink, fridge and stove.
But there’s lots of space for
an island or a table.

